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ORIGIN OF CORONA
No one is there across the globe, who not heard about CORONA.

In the earlier days, it is only limited to China, where it first came in to
existence and after that it spread very rapidly across the globe, leaving
no country unaffected.
In the early days people are fearless and not worried about Corona
and took it not seriously thinking that this virus is also like other nondangerous viruses as it is only somewhere in China. Now the situation
is not like that. People are frightening and trembling about Corona, no
sooner it will knock their doors at any moment and are not even coming
out on to the roads, unless they wear masks and using sanitizers.
Doctors warned that aged people are highly and easily affected
by this disease. So that aged people are only limited to their rooms
and maintaining self isolation.
In ancient days our older generations are mostly god fearing;
thought about what is good, what is bad, morality and justice. But
gradually there are no such values in the present generation. Only they
are thinking about themselves, living as they like without any moral
values and restrictions.
People are in a blind thought that money makes many things.
But with the big blow of Corona, now people are looking towards God,
and thinking about moral values and showing humanity towards others.
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SYMPTOMS OF CORONA :
Doctors initially recognized fever, dry cough and severe weakness

are the symptoms of corona and after these are getting incurable they
confirmed this as Corona. Apart from these, we can find severe chest
pain and breathing problem also.
When we got in to contact with a corona infected person, this
will infect through inhalation. Or by touching or rubbing our eyes, nose
or lips with our hands after getting contact with the corona infected
places or surfaces like door knobs, handles, lift buttons, table surfaces,
etc.
Fever, dry cough and severe weakness are found to be the basic
symptoms of Corona. But, only after these symptoms become severe,
then only Doctors confirm as Corona.
Chest pain, problem in breathing, unable to move freely, and
unable to speak are the main symptoms.
If we get into contact with a corona infected person, later by
breathing, touching, the surfaces which are previously touched by the
corona affected person, thereby rubbing our face, nose, eyes and
mouth, the virus get in to our body.
The main reason for getting fever and body pains when infected
with Corona is Cytokines.
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FOUR PERSONS – THEIR PREDICTIONS
ABOUT CORONA
SAINT POTURULI VEERABRAHMENDRA SWAMY :
Potuluri

Veerabrahmendra

Swamy is a saint of 17th century of India.
His

KAALA

GNANAM

(Book

of

prophecies) is most popular in the world.
Many things which are going to
happen in the near future were explained
in his book. He lived in a cave near
Ravvala Konda village, Kadapa District, Andhra Pradesh, India. During
the days he lived in the cave, he wrote the Kaala Gnanam. Historians
found the scriptures written on palm leaves and revealed the secrets
of his predictions.
In his book of predictions, the saint wrote in poem no. 114 about
covid-19. The name of the diseases was mentioned it as KORANKI.
Most of the people are looking at the poem across the world.
No one is able to understand how a person belonged to 17th century
wrote about Corona of 21st century. This is not so easy to be ruled out,
because many such predictions have come true.
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End of Preview.
Rest of the book can be read @
http://kinige.com/book/When+Will+Darkness+End
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